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ABSTRACT 
 

Understanding of novel genetic causes of Rett-like 

syndrome and the genetic relationship of Rett 

syndrome with epileptic encephalopathy 

 

Yongjin Yoo 

The Department of Biomedical Sciences 

Seoul National University College of Medicine 

 

Rett syndrome (RTT) and epileptic encephalopathy (EE) are devastating 

neurodevelopmental disorders with distinct diagnostic criteria. However, 

highly heterogeneous and overlapping clinical features often allocate patients 

into the boundary of the two conditions, complicating accurate diagnosis and 

appropriate medical interventions. Therefore, I investigated the specific 

molecular mechanism that allows an understanding of the pathogenesis and 

relationship of these two conditions. 

I screened novel genetic factors from 34 RTT-like patients without 

MECP2 mutations, which account for ~90% of RTT cases, by whole exome 

sequencing. The biological function of the discovered variants was assessed in 

cell culture and Xenopus tropicalis models. 

I identified a recurring de novo variant in GABAB receptor R2 

(GABBR2) that reduces the receptor function, whereas different GABBR2 
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variants in EE patients possess a more profound effect in reducing receptor 

activity and are more responsive to agonist rescue in an animal model. 

GABBR2 is a genetic factor that determines RTT- or EE-like 

phenotype expression depending on the variant positions. GABBR2-mediated 

GABA signaling is a crucial factor in determining the severity and nature of 

neurodevelopmental phenotypes. 

 

* This thesis is based on a published article in Ann Neurol. 2017, 82(3):466-

478 (1). 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Keywords: Rett syndrome, Epileptic Encephalopathy, whole exome 

sequencing, GABBR2, Pleiotropy 

Student number: 2013-23531 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The brain is the most complex organ of the human body and the fundamental source of 

qualities that define our humanity. It is made up of a complex network of billions of 

neuron cells that delicately connected each other and larger, more complex than other 

animals (2).  

 Neurodevelopmental disorders are disability of the growth and development of 

the brain. Although having distinguishable key clinical features and different diagnostic 

criteria, extremely diverse neurodevelopmental phenotypes often allocate patients into the 

grey area between similar disorders, including Rett syndrome and epileptic encephalopathy, 

hampering precise diagnosis and proper medical intervention (3,4). 

 

Rett syndrome 

After 6-18 months of normal developmental period, patients with Rett syndrome (RTT; 

Mendelian Inheritance in Man (MIM) #312750) undergo a characteristic developmental 

regression characterized by a cascade of intellectual, motor, and social disabilities. Patients 

exhibit head growth arrest, stereotyped hand movements, loss of language skills, and 

epilepsy (Fig. 1.1) (5-7). Methyl-CpG-binding protein 2 (MECP2) is a major culprit in 

RTT pathogenesis, accounting for about 90% of patients (8-10). This X-linked gene 

encodes a neuron-enriched epigenetic regulator involved in a number of molecular 

processes, ensuring normal neuronal maturation processes in the postnatal period (8). 

Studies using various RTT animal models indicate the defective homeostatic regulation of 

synaptic strength as a prime driver of RTT symptoms, disrupting the overall balance 

between excitatory and inhibitory synapses (11,12). Specifically, the dysregulation of 

activity-dependent synaptic scaling during development has been revealed in RTT animal 
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models (13,14). For example, deletion of Mecp2 in γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-

expressing neurons results in reduced GABA signaling and recapitulates most of the RTT 

features in mice (15), whereas the ablation of Mecp2 in excitatory glutamatergic neurons 

caused neurologic features different from those of RTT (16). 
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Figure 1.1. Onset and progression of RTT clinical phenotypes. 

After a period of normal development, RTT patients progress rapid developmental 

stagnation, including growth arrest, autistic features and loss of hand skills. Modified from 

Chahrour and Zoghbi (2007) (17). 
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Epileptic encephalopathy 

Epileptic encephalopathy (EE), which includes infantile spasm, West syndrome Lennox-

Gastaut syndrome and others, is characterized by aggressive and intractable episodes of 

epilepsy that accompany severe cognitive and neurological regressions, and sometimes 

death (18). Genes that cause EE were discovered, displaying indisputable associations with 

a broad range of molecular processes, including ion channel, synaptic transmission, 

transporters, transcriptional dysregulation and chromatin remodeling (19,20). Recent large-

scale studies report genes that are recurrently mutated in EE patients and demonstrate 

statistical enrichments in gene sets including the ion channels, autism spectrum disorder, 

and intellectual disability (21,22). Interestingly, these studies emphasize the significance of 

GABA receptor subunit mutations, validating the well-established role of GABA signaling 

in the epilepsy phenotype (21,22). 

 

Genetic features of RTT and EE 

Large-scale genetic studies of patients with developmental delay or intellectual delay 

symptoms often discover pathogenic variants in genes tightly linked with RTT or EE 

(23,24). Diverse types of MECP2 mutations entail different clinical features of varying 

severities, and several additional genetic candidates have been found to cause an RTT-like 

phenotype when mutated (7) CDKL5 was initially identified as an RTT-causing gene 

(25,26), but subsequent studies have emphasized the early-onset EE features of the 

CDKL5-mutated patients (27,28). Some argue that autism spectrum disorder, sharing a 

large portion of clinical features with RTT, and epilepsy may share common biological 

pathways (4). Hence, completing a genetic picture of RTT and EE pathogeneses and 

determining how the two diseases are genetically intertwined remain ongoing processes.  
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Thesis goals and approach 

The overall goal of this thesis is to test the hypothesis the specific molecular mechanism 

that allows an understanding of the pathogenesis and relationship of RTT and EE 

conditions. To achieve this, I screened novel genetic factors from 34 RTT-like patients 

without MECP2 mutations, which account for ~90% of RTT cases, by whole exome 

sequencing (WES) (Fig. 1.2) in Chapter 3. To address the functional consequences of 

GABBR2 mutations, which were recurrently mutated in four RTT-like patients, I took 

different experimental approaches in Chapter 4. GABBR2 was overexpressed in HEK293 

cells, stably express Gi protein, and measured the activity of inhibition of adenylyl cyclase 

both in GABA and agonist treatments. Evidence suggest that receptor activity are 

decreased by mutations of GABBR2 and differ depends on mutation positions. And the 

biological function of the discovered GABBR2 variants was assessed in Xenopus tropicalis 

models by the collaboration work with Dr. Hosung Jung at Yonsei University. Mutated 

GABBR2 expression caused abnormal swimming pattern and increased frequency of 

seizure-like behavior compared to wild type injected control. Based on this observation, I 

hypothesized that RTT- and EE- associated mutations in biologically pleiotropic genes will 

disrupt intersecting developmental processes to contribute to similar phenotype. Therefore, 

Chapter 5 of this thesis concentrated the relationship of RTT- with EE- associated genes in 

developing human brain. I took advantage of public database by generating co-expression 

networks using postmortem developing human brain expression dataset and characterized 

specific spatial-temporal developmental window in which RTT- and EE- genes converge 

(Fig. 1.3). 
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Figure 1.2. Overview of the whole exome sequencing (WES) pipeline. 

The WES mainly consists of two steps, including capturing, sequencing of exonic regions 

and computational analysis of sequenced reads. Modified from Goh and Choi (2012) (29). 
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Figure 1.3. Thesis goals and approach scheme. 

Scheme of (A) genetic analysis and functional validation and (B) spatial-temporal co-

expression network analysis of RTT- or EE- associated genes in developing human brain. 
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

General materials and methods 

Subjects 

Thirty-four subjects with MECP2 mutation negative (MECP2-negative) RTT-like features 

based on the revised criteria by Neul et al (5) and their parents were included in this study. 

Clinical features are summarized in Table 1 and Fig 3. The subjects and their parents gave 

informed consent for DNA storage and genetic analysis. All samples had been collected 

for research purpose after approval by institutional review board of Seoul National 

University Children’s Hospital (ID: 1405-036-578) and Pusan National University 

Hospital (ID: H-1501-006-025). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using R (version 3.4.0). In vitro experiments were 

analyzed by two-tailed Student’s t test and in vivo experiments were analyzed by 

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, as indicated in the figure legends for each experiment. Error 

bars represent SEM. P value less than 0.05 was considered significant. 

 

Chapter 3-specific materials and methods 

Identification and validating variants 

Genomic DNA was prepared from venous blood by standard procedure and processed at 

Yale Center for Genome Analysis (YCGA) and Theragen Etex Bio Institute (Suwon, 

Korea) for whole exome sequencing as described previously (30). Processing sequence 

data, variant calling and identification of de novo mutations were performed as described 
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previously (31). Direct Sanger sequencing was performed by standard methods following 

PCR amplifications. 

 

Chapter 4-specific materials and methods 

Western blot 

HEK293 cells were seeded one day before transfection, and cells were co-transfected with 

GABBR1 and wild type, GABBR2∆RTT, GABBR2∆EE1 or GABBR2∆EE2 constructs using 

GeneIn (GlobalStem, Gaitherburg, MD). After 48 hrs of incubation, cells were washed 

with PBS and immediately lysed in the RIPA buffer with protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Gendepot, Barker, TX). Solubilized proteins were separated on 10% SDS-PAGE and 

immunoblotted with anti-GABBR1 (1:2000, Abcam, ab55051), anti-GABBR2 (1:500, 

Abcam, ab75838) and anti-α Tubulin (1:2000, Santa Cruz, SC-8035) antibodies. 

 

Immunofluorescence assay 

HeLa cells co-transfected with GABBR1 and wild type, GABBR2∆RTT, GABBR2∆EE1 or 

GABBR2∆EE2 constructs were cultured onto Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) coated 

coverslips, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, and then washed briefly in PBS. Cells were 

permeabilized with 0.25% TritonX-100 PBS for 10 min and then were washed with PBS 

for three times. Cells were blocked with 5% BSA in 0.1% TritonX-100 PBS for 60 min 

and then incubated in the mixture of two primary antibodies (anti-GABBR1, 1:1000 

(Abcam, ab55051); anti-GABBR2, 1:150 (Abcam, ab75838)) for overnight at 4 °C. The 

samples were washed with PBS-Tween for three times, then incubated with secondary 

antibodies [anti-mouse-AlexaFlour568 conjugated, 1:50 (Life Technologies, A-11004); 

anti-Rabbit-FITC conjugated, 1:50 (Life Technologies, F-2765)] for 1 hr at room 
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temperature. Then the cells were incubated with DAPI (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) for 5 min, 

washed and mounted on slides using Dako Mounting Medium (Dako, Denmark) and 

viewed using an Olympus FV 1000 confocal microscope. 

 

Luciferase assay 

HEK293 cells stably expressing Gaqi that can mediate Gai-coupled receptor activation by 

stimulating Gaq-dependent signaling pathways (32) were used for luciferase assay 

according to the standard protocol. 

 

Frog experiments 

DNA, RNA and/or morpholino (MO) were injected into the two dorsal animal blastomeres 

at the 8-cell stage (which later give rise to the central nervous system). For loss-of-function 

studies, translation-blocking antisense MOs (Gene-Tools) were designed to target the 5’ 

UTR of Xenopus GABBR2 mRNA (5’-AGCTGTGTGTGTGACTGCAAGGTAC-3’). 

Standard control MO (5’-CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA-3’) was used as a 

negative control. For gain-of-function studies, injections were made into the two dorsal 

animal blastomeres at the 8-cell stage. Eighty pg of the wild type or mutant hGABBR2 

cDNA-encoding plasmid and 40 pg of pEGFP-N1 plasmid (as a tracer) were injected per 

blastomere. Successfully injected embryos were screened by the presence of GFP 

fluorescence and raised to stage 45 or 49 for each experiment. For the rescue experiments, 

100 pg of in vitro transcribed (mMessagemMachine, Thermo Scientific) hGABBR2 

mRNAs were co-injected with MO. The same amount of control RNA (mCherry) was 

injected into the control group. Their behavior was recorded for 10 minutes. In some cases, 

recorded tadpoles were incubated with 100 µM baclofen (Sigma, #14340) for 1 hr and then 
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recorded again for 10 min. The swimming pattern of individual tadpole was traced using 

LoliTrack v.4 (Loligo Systems). Swimming trajectories were generated by R (v3.3.3). For 

the GABBR2 antagonist experiments, tadpoles were first incubated with 100 µM 

CGP52432 (Tocris, #1246) for 1 hr and then recorded for 10 min. A seizure-like event was 

defined as an episode of one or more of the following behaviors: (1) involuntary rapid 

movements perpendicular to the body axis, (2) rapid corkscrew swimming, and (3) head 

shake, writhing and twisting movements. All experiments complied with protocols 

approved by the Yonsei University College of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committees. 

 

In situ hybridization (ISH) 

Embryos were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline. 

Whole-mount ISH was performed as described before (33) with slight modifications. 

Xenopus GABBR1 and GABBR2 full-length cDNAs were generated by reverse 

transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) using the following pairs of primers: 

for GABBR1, forward 5’-CAA TGT GGC TGT CCT TTG TC-3’, and reverse 5’-GCA 

CTC TAC TCC CAT CAC AAC TAT-3’; for GABBR2, forward 5’-GTC AGT AAC TAG 

CGT GAA CCA AGC-3’, and reverse 5’-GCA GTC CAA GAA GCC TGT GTT A-3’. 

Amplified cDNA fragments were cloned into pGEM-T vector (Promega, Madison, WI) in 

the SP6-sense orientation, and their sequences were verified by Sanger sequencing. These 

plasmids were linearized by Sal I-HF (New England Biolab, County Road Ipswich, MA) 

and used as templates for in vitro transcription to generate antisense riboprobes. Antisense 

riboprobes were in vitro transcribed using T7 RNA polymerase (Roche) and digoxigenin 

labeling mix (Roche). Hybridized probes were visualized using anti-digoxigenin antibody 

conjugated to alkaline phosphatase (Roche) and BM purple (Roche). 
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Chapter 5-specific materials and methods 

Construction of RTT- and EE-spatiotemporal coexpression network 

from developing human brain network 

Gene level RNA-seq expression data (RNA-seq Gencode v10) were downloaded from the 

BrainSpan Atlas (http://www.brainspan.org). Genes, expressed greater than 8 RPKM in at 

least 3 samples, were remained as ‘brain expressed genes (that are 13,741 genes)’. 

Anatomical clusters were estimated by dissimilarity of correlation values, calculated 

distance for hclust in R function and developmental periods defined by Kang et al (34). 

Coexpression analysis was conducted with in-house perl scripts. Briefly, the Pearson 

correlation coefficient for the trimmed expression profiles was calculated for each pairwise 

combination of genes in each 44 spatiotemporal window (11 developmental periods and 

four anatomical clusters; For each gene-gene correlation with absolute correlation 

coefficient ≥ 0.7 was selected as background networks (edges). Based on this background 

network, I constructed RTT and EE subnetworks in each spatiotemporal window. Total of 

15 genes, composed of known RTT genes and neurologically associated genes discovered 

from our screen, were used for RTT-network construction. The 18 EE genes were selected 

from the large-scale screening study after excluding TTN for obvious heart-specific 

expression pattern. Then I calculated various network attributes (within group edge count 

(degree), density, clustering coefficient, betweenness centrality and mean shortest path) 

and tested significances compared to the randomly constructed co-expression networks 

(105 permutations). 
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CHAPTER 3. SYNAPSE AND SYNAPTIC 
TRANSMISSION ASSOCIATED GENES ARE 

MUTATED IN RETT SYNDROME-LIKE PATIENTS 
 

Note on contributions 

Hyosuk Cho first identified the de novo mutation in GABBR2 from the patient (ID: 

RTT02). Clinical information of RTT patients summarized by Dr. Jong-Hee Chae at Seoul 

National University and Dr. Yong Beom Shin at Pusan National University. 

 

Summary 

Identification of additional genetic factors in RTT-like patients who did not carry 

mutations in MECP2 is crucial to understand the pathogenesis of RTT-like phenotype. 

Here I address clinical features and mutated genes of 34 MECP2-negative RTT-like 

patients. The major clinical features of RTT-like patients are impaired sleep disturbance 

and growth retardation. Mutated genes are highly associated with synaptic- and synaptic 

transmission signaling pathway. Especially, CTNNB1, GRIN2B, GABBR2, and RHOBTB2 

are recurrently mutated in patients. These data indicated that synaptic and synaptic 

transmission signaling plays a critical role in pathogenesis of RTT-like phenotypes. 
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Clinical features of MECP2-negative RTT-like patients 

To identify additional genetic components that confer an RTT-like phenotype in 

humans, I collected 34 patients who were diagnosed with RTT based on the 2010 revised 

criteria (Fig. 3.1, Table 3.1) (5), but who did not carry an MECP2 mutation and subjected 

the trios into whole exome sequencing. 

All subjects carried two out of four main criteria (Fig. 3.1A, B), five out of eleven 

supportive criteria phenotypes (Fig. 3.1C, D), the minimum threshold for the diagnosis of 

atypical RTT, and no abnormalities in brain structure as well (Table 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1. Clinical features of 34 MECP2-negative RTT-like patients. 

(A,B) Four main criteria for the diagnosis of typical RTT (blue). (C,D) 11 supportive 

criteria for the diagnosis of atypical RTT (green). Dot line indicates minimum number of 

criteria for diagnosis of atypical RTT. 
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Table 3.1. Rett syndrome 2010 diagnostic criteria (5) applied to the 34 MECP2-

negative RTT-like patients. 
Patient 

ID Gene P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 

RTT04-1 CDKL5 Y 7 months 7 years 10 
months N Y Y Y Y / 

Dyspraxic Y None 8 

RTT61-1 CLTC Y None 4 years N Y Y Y 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 7 

RTT41-1 CTNNB1 Y None 4 years N Y Y N Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 6 

RTT58-1 CTNNB1 Y None 5 years N Y Y N Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 6 

RTT17-1 DMXL2 Y None 5 years N Y Y N Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 7 

RTT01-1 GABBR2 Y None 8 years N Y Y N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 7 

RTT02-1 GABBR2 Y 9 years 14 years N Y Y N Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 9 

RTT80-1 GRIA3 Y None 5 years N Y Y Y N Y None 6 

RTT49-1 GRIN2A Y None 9 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 7 

RTT48-1 GRIN2B Y None 9 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 6 

RTT75-1 GRIN2B Y None 6 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 6 

RTT16-1 SLC6A1 Y 4 months but well 
controlled 10 years N Y N N 

Y / 
Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 6 

RTT18-1 SMC1A Y 1 years 7 months 7 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 6 

RTT69-1 STXBP1 Y None 5 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 6 

RTT59-1 TCF4 Y None 5 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 5 

RTT55-1 
HDAC4 
(Denovo 

Indel) 
Y 11 years   19 years N Y N N Y / 

Dyspraxic Y None 8 

RTT46-1 
NTNG1 
(Denovo 

Indel) 
Y 6 years 7 years N Y Y N Y / 

Dyspraxic Y None 7 

RTT03-1 ANXA11 Y 3 years 7 years N Y N n Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 8 

RTT45-1 KIF4B Y 3 years 16 years N Y N N Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 5 

RTT11-1 OSBP Y None 5 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 7 

RTT56-1 RHOBTB2 Y None 6 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 7 

RTT82-1 RHOBTB2 Y None 4.5 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 5 

RTT09-1 RRN3 Y 
10 months (well 
controlled with 

single AED) 
7 years N Y N N Y / 

Dyspraxic Y None 5 

RTT19-1 . Y None 7 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 5 

RTT15-1 . Y None 4 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 5 

RTT52-1 . Y 5 years 7 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 5 

RTT44-1 . Y None 10 years N Y N n Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 5 

RTT47-1 . Y None 7 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 6 

RTT10-1 . Y None 13 years N Y N N Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 7 

RTT05-1 . Y 3 years/well 
controlled 10yrs N Y N Y Y / 

Dyspraxic Y None 7 

RTT12-1 . Y 2 years 10 years N Y N N 
Y/ Absence 

of gait 
ability 

Y None 7 

RTT72-1 . Y None 12 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 7 

RTT07-1 . Y None 8 years N Y N N Y / 
Dyspraxic Y None 5 
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P1 indicates required for RTT (a period of regression followed by recovery or 

stabilization). P2 indicates Epilepsy and age of onset. P3 indicates age at last evaluation. 

P4 indicates meets 2010 criteria for classical RTT. P5 indicates meets 2010 criteria for 

atypical RTT. P6 indicates main criteria for partial or complete loss of acquired purposeful 

hand skills. P7 indicates main criteria for partial or complete loss of acquired spoken 

language. P8 indicates Gait abnormalities: impaired or absence of ability. P9 indicates 

stereotypic hand movements. P10 indicates exclusion criteria for typical RTT (brain injury 

that causes neurological problems). P11 indicates supportive criteria for atypical RTT (sum 

of 11 supportive criteria). 

  

RTT57-1 . Y None 8 years N Y N N 
Y / 

Absence of 
gait ability 

Y None 7 
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Identification of ‘likely-pathogenic’ variants using by whole exome 

sequencing 

De novo and rare recessive variants were called, and these patient-specific 

variants were assessed with strict in silico functionality tests; I required that they should be 

either loss-of-function variants or nonsynonymous changes to amino acids with complete 

evolutionary conservation and were never seen in normal population databases (Table 3.2). 

This approach initially yielded 38 de novo events, and 23 variants (including two de novo 

copy number alterations and one hemizygous variant) passed the functionality criteria and 

were called as ‘potentially functional’ (Table 3.2). All variants were validated by Sanger 

sequencing. 
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Table 3.2. List of notable variants from the studied patients. 
Gene 

group 

# of 

patients 
Sample ID Gene 

Variant 

Origin / Type / Amino acid change 

G1 1 RTT04-1 CDKL5 De novo / Nonsense / p.Arg550X 

G2 16 

RTT61-1 CLTC De novo / Missense / p.Cys1260Arg 

RTT58-1 
CTNNB1 

De novo / Splice site / c.41274832-1G>C 

De novo / Nonsense / p.Arg587X RTT41-1 

RTT17-1 DMXL2 De novo / Missense / p.Val2037Gly 

RTT01-1 

GABBR2 De novo / Missense / p.Ala567Thr 
RTT02-1 

RTT83-1 

RTT84-1** 

RTT80-1 GRIA3 Hemizygous / Missense / p.Met360Thr 

RTT49-1 GRIN2A De novo / Missense / p.Thr749 Ile 

RTT48-1 
GRIN2B De novo / Missense / p.Gly820Ala 

RTT75-1 

RTT56-1 
RHOBTB2 

De novo / Missense / p.Arg179Glu 

RTT82-1 De novo / Missense / p.Arg483His 

RTT16-1 SLC6A1 De novo / Missense / p.Ala357Val 

RTT18-1 SMC1A De novo / Frameshift / p.Lys88fs*29 

RTT69-1 STXBP1 De novo / Missense / p.Pro480Leu 

RTT59-1 TCF4 De novo / Frameshift / p.Gly190*fs14 

G3 2 

RTT46-1 
chr1.p21.1-p13.2 

(including NTNG1) 
De novo / Deletion / . 

RTT55-1 
chr2.q37.1-q37.3 

(including HDAC4) 
De novo / Deletion /. 

G4 4 

RTT03-1 ANXA11 De novo / Missense / p.Arg210Trp 

RTT45-1 KIF4B De novo / Missense / p.Met309Thr 

RTT11-1 OSBP De novo / Missense / p.Tyr484His 

RTT09-1 RRN3 De novo / Missense / p.Try436His 

G5 11 . . . . . 

 

Gene group 1 (G1) denotes genes previously associated with RTT. Gene group 2 (G2) 

denotes genes previously associated with other neurologic disorders in human. Gene group 

3 (G3) denotes de novo copy number alteration. Gene group 4 (G4) denotes denote genes 

with no previous disease association. Gene group 5 (G5) denotes No notable variants. 

Asterisk indicates the patient from Case Western Reserve University; Double asterisk 

indicate the patient from Albany Medical Center. 
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Recurrently mutated genes in MECP2-negative RTT-like patients 

The analyses of RTT-like patients specific mutations revealed a number of genes 

with recurrent alterations. Mutations in CTNNB1, GABBR2, GRIN2B and RHOBTB2 were 

observed at least in two patients with RTT-like phenotype. Remarkably, identical de novo 

variant was detected in GABBR2 (p.Ala567Thr; in patients RTT01-1 and RTT02-1) and 

GRIN2B (p.Gly820Ala; in patients RTT48-1 and RTT75-1) (Table 3.2). Observing a de 

novo variant in an identical genomic position from two out of 34 individuals was highly 

unlikely to occur by chance (P = 1.40 x 10-7 for sharing any base, P = 1.75 x 10-6 if 

adjusted by base context; Monte Carlo simulation). These heterozygous variants were 

found in the two probands only and not in their parents or healthy siblings. 

Among four recurrently mutated genes, CTNNB1 and GRIN2B were previously 

well associated with other neurological diseases (Fig. 3.2A, C) and missense variants in 

RHOBTB2 were also found in patients with developmental delay and epileptic 

encephalopathy (35). CTNNB1 encodes beta-catenin which is known as adherens junction 

protein, but also transcription factor (36). Beta-catenin is a central component of 

cadherin/catenin complex, as it binds to the cytoplasmic domain of E-cadherin and to α-

catenin and helps stabilize the actin cytoskeleton (37) and it is also a key component of 

canonical Wnt signaling pathway. Gain-of-function (GOF) mutations on CTNNB1 were 

reported in various human cancer types, but loss-of-function (LOF) of de novo 

heterozygous mutations have recently been identified from individuals with developmental 

delay, intellectual disability and microcephaly (38). Conditional knock-out of CTNNB1 in 

newborn neuron showed defects in dendritic development (39) and a mouse with a 

heterozygous mutations (T653K), which cause LOF impacts on CTTNB1, showed 

behavioral and cognitive abnormalities, including defects in prepulse inhibition, motor 

deficits, decreased vocalization complexity, and decreased hippocampal-dependent 
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memory performance (40). Strikingly, only 22 nonsense and indel mutations were 

observed in RTT-like and ASD patients compared to non-pathogenic mutations, as 

missense mutation, in normal population (Fig. 3.2B) (41). This suggests that pathogenic 

CTNNB1 variants are more likely to accumulate in the type of loss of function mutation 

rather than missense. 

GRIN2B encodes a subunit of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor family 

within the ionotropic glutamate receptor superfamily (42) and encoded protein, GRIN2B, 

acts as an agonist binding site for glutamate in NMDA receptor, which mediate excitatory 

neurotransmission in the mammalian brain (43) NMDA receptor are composed of various 

subunits during early development of brain, but GRIN1, GRIN2A and GRIN2B subunits 

are the predominantly expressed subunits in the adult hippocampus (44-46). Several 

GRIN2B mutations were reported in patients with mental retardation (MR) or EE (47) and 

the mouse lacking with GRIN2B in pyramidal neurons of cortex showed that impaired 

hippocampal long-term potentiation (LTP) and decrease dendritic spine density in CA1 

hippocampus (48). Unlike CTNNB1 variants, 77 GRIN2B missense variants of RTT and 

ASD patients were highly enriched in ligand gated and ABC-type amino acid 

transport/signal transduction system domain compared to non-pathogenic variants (Fig. 

3.2D) (41). This result suggested that there is sub-region where missense variants are most 

depleted and the purifying selection on GRIN2B in specific functional domains. 
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Figure 3.2. Recurrently mutated genes in previously associated with other neurologic 

disorders. 

(A,C) Pedigrees of unrelated two families and Sanger traces displaying de novo variants on 

CTNNB1 and GRIN2B. Asterisk indicates the peak of mutation. (B,D) Missense (red) and 

loss of function mutations (blue) from RTT, ASD and non-pathogenic mutations from 

ExAC (41) were displayed with protein domain structure. 
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Genetic correlation among clinical features for RTT diagnosis 

RTT patients can exhibit considerable clinical comorbidity and often shares 

phenotypes, causing difficulties to reach an accurate diagnosis. In this aspect, patient-

specific information of genetic mutations allows us to understand the genetic underpinning 

for RTT phenotypes and its disease mechanism in molecular level. 

To understand genetic correlation with RTT phenotypes, I first overlapped 

mutated genes based on four main RTT criteria information. It revealed that two patients 

who showed all four main criteria phenotypes carried mutations in CDKL5 and CLTC (Fig. 

3.3A). I also performed unsupervised clustering analysis using 11 supportive criteria 

information. I found mutated genes were clustered into two groups according to the 

presence or absence of four supportive criteria, including small cold hands / feet, 

peripheral vasomotor disturbances, scoliosis / kyphosis and inappropriate laughing / 

screaming spells (Fig. 3.3B). Notably, 17 patients with no phenotypes of four supportive 

criteria carried more mutations in cytoskeletal part associated genes (Fig. 3.3B). 

Although mutated genes were not significantly classified based on the clinical 

information of patients and vice versa, mainly thought to be due to insufficient samples, 

but this results suggested cytoskeletal component associated genes that plays critical roles 

in intra-cellular transport and cellular division are possible novel pathway for RTT 

pathogenesis with synapse and synaptic transmission associated genes. 
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Figure 3.3. Genetic correlation across RTT phenotypes. 

(A) Venn diagram indicates overlapping of mutated genes with clinical features of four 

main RTT criteria. (B) Unsupervised clustering of clinical features of 11 supportive RTT 

criteria and mutated genes. Asterisk indicates mutated genes with de novo copy number 

deletion; double asterisks indicate recurrently mutated genes in this study. 
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CHAPTER 4. SEVERITY OF GABBR2 MUTATIONS 
DETERMINES NEUROLOGICAL PHENOTYPES 
RANGING FROM RETT-LIKE SYNDROME TO 

EPILEPTIC ENCEPHALOPATHY 
 

Note on contributions 

Jane Jung and Dr. Hosung Jung performed all frog experiments. 

 

A recurrent de novo variant of GABBR2 was discovered in RTT-

like patients 

The GABBR2A567T and GRIN2BG820A changes were not found in the 1000 Genomes, 

Exome Aggregation Consortium (ExAC) and a database of 1,055 healthy Koreans (49). As 

GRIN2B was previously described to be associated with a broad range of 

neurodevelopmental disorders (47,50,51), and based on the implication of GABA signaling 

on neurodevelopmental disorders, I subsequently focused on GABBR2A567T. The two 

patients (RTT01-1 and RTT02-1) do not carry any notable variants or copy number 

alterations in known RTT genes (Fig. 4.1, Fig. 4.2), and were not related and DNA mixture 

was not observed (Fig. 4.3). In a separate screening study of MECP2-negative Rett-like 

patients, the identical mutation was discovered from one of the 12 Portuguese patients, 

further supporting our observation that de novo GABBR2A567T is associated with Rett-like 

phenotype (P < 5.0 x 10-8) (52). Our patients were an 11-year-old boy and a 7-year-old girl; 

their clinical courses were not identical, but both shared essential Rett-like features such as 

having a period of regression followed by stagnation, stereotyped hand movements, 

microcephaly, autonomic dysfunction, sleep disturbances, abnormal breathing, generalized 

tonic-clonic seizures, characteristic EEG patterns that are distinct from those of EE patients, 
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and normal brain structures (Fig. 4.4, Table 4.1). Neither displayed any linguistic 

achievement, purposeful hand motions or social interaction. Our GeneMatcher-assisted 

search enabled identification of two additional patients of European ancestry that harbor 

the same de novo variant in GABBR2 with similar clinical symptoms (Fig. 4.5A, Table 4.1), 

further strengthening our initial discovery (53). Although can be defined with discrete 

clinical features, RTT may display heterogeneous manifestations, and unique features 

specific to an individual patient have been noted (7). RTT01-01 displayed an ataxic gait; 

RTT02-01 had mild left lumbar scoliosis and bilateral strabismus, which were surgically 

corrected; the RTT83-1 patient displayed aplastic anemia and oculomotor problem; the 

RTT84-1 patient was macrocephalic (Table 4.1). Overall, these features place the patients 

into the ‘Stage III’ category of the disease progression. 

Recently, two novel heterozygous de novo mutations in GABBR2 were found in 

EE (Ser695Ile and Ile705Asn) (21), which, together with our findings, suggests an 

intriguing possibility that EE and RTT could result from different alterations of the same 

gene. Therefore, I turned our attention to EE and hypothesized that GABBR2 may lie at the 

intersection of RTT- or EE-causing pathways and may have a role in differentiating the 

two diseases despite the observation that the two diseases display distinct enrichment of 

biological pathways (Table 4.2). 

 

Mutations in GABBR2 disrupt proper receptor function 

GABBR2 forms an obligatory heterodimeric G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) 

GABA B receptor (GABABR) complex with GABBR1, the GABA-binding subunit (54). 

GABBR1 and GABBR2 bind through their intracellular C-terminal domains, which are 

necessary for signal transduction. Although the three dimensional structure of the 

transmembrane (TM) domain of GABBR2 has not been resolved, potential function of Ala 
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567 could be inferred from the recently reported structures of metabotropic glutamate 

receptors 1 and 5 (mGluR1 and mGluR5) (55,56), which belong to class C GPCR with 

GABBR2. The mutated residue Ala 567 is predicted to be in the 3rd transmembrane (TM3) 

helix, which confers structural integrity and makes extensive interactions with neighboring 

transmembrane helices. TM3 residues of GABBR2 are highly conserved among the 

orthologs from all the vertebrate species examined (Fig. 4.5B). Activation of GPCR 

typically involves conformational change of TMs, especially TMs 3, 5 and 6, propagating 

the signal from the extracellular side to the cytoplasmic side. In the absence of agonist, Lys 

574 (TM3) and Asp 688 (TM6) of GABBR2 would form an ionic lock, as seen in mGluR1 

and mGluR5 structures, similar to that in class A GPCR, suggesting that GABBR2 share 

common activation mechanism of class A GPCRs, which involves the breakage of ionic 

lock and rearrangement of residues on TMs 3 and 6 (57,58). Ala 567 lies two helix-turns 

above Lys 574, raising the possibility that the mutation at this position may affect the 

receptor activation process (Fig. 4.5C, D). On the contrary, two mutations harbored by EE 

patients, S695I and I705N are located in TM6 (Fig. 4.5C). Ile 705 lies a cluster of 

hydrophobic amino acids and introduction of polar residue, like Asn, would destabilize the 

hydrophobic environment (Fig. 4.5D). The other change, replacement of Ser with Ile, a 

bulky hydrophobic residue, would cause unfavorable Van der Waals repulsion with nearby 

TM7 residues, leading to conformational rearrangement to avoid steric clash (Fig. 4.5D). 

TM6 residues of GABBR2 are also highly conserved among the orthologs from all the 

vertebrate species examined (Fig. 4.6). 

GABABR is a Gi/o-coupled metabotropic receptor that reduces synaptic 

transmission through intracellular effector molecules (59), in contrast to the ionotropic 

GABA(A) receptor (GABAAR), which triggers a fast inhibitory synaptic response through 

chloride ion influx (60). Activation of GABABR induces dissociation of receptor-bound 
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trimeric Gi/o into Gαi/o and Gβγ subunits, and released Gαi/o inhibits adenylyl cyclase (AC), 

decreasing the level of intracellular cyclic AMP (cAMP), a regulator of protein kinase A 

(PKA). Through this action, GABABR exerts slow and long-lasting effects on neural 

development (61), maintaining a delicate balance of excitatory and inhibitory neuronal 

signaling. GABABR also reduces synaptic activity through Gβγ, by inhibiting the Cav and 

GIRK channels (62,63). To test if the GABBR2 mutations discovered from RTT and EE 

patients may interfere with normal protein production or subcellular localization, I co-

transfected constructs encoding wild type or mutant GABBR2 along with wild type 

GABBR1. The GABBR2 mutations did not alter the amount or subcellular localization of 

the GABABR receptors compared to the wild type (Fig. 4.7A, B). Therefore, as a next step, 

I chose to assay intracellular cAMP as a measurement of AC activity to investigate if the 

mutations disrupt proper GABABR activity (64). To circumvent the technical difficulty of 

reading an inhibitory function, the HEK293 Gαqi cell line that stably expresses a chimeric 

Gαqi protein, which converts Gi-coupled GPCR signaling into Gq-coupled signaling and 

detects the receptor activation via a serum responsive element-luciferase (SRE-luc) 

reporter, was used (65). The addition of GABA and the GABABR-specific agonist baclofen 

to the culture media induced a 10-fold increase in receptor activity when a wild-type 

(GABBR2WT) receptor was introduced (66). However, GABBR2A567T (hereby designated as 

GABBR2𝚫RTT) showed significantly lowered agonist-induced activity (approximately 30% 

of wild type), suggesting that the mutation exerts a hypomorphic effect through a 

dominant-negative mechanism (Fig. 4.7C, D). Interestingly, co-transfection of each EE 

mutation construct (GABBR2S695I or GABBR2I705N, designated as GABBR2𝚫EE1 or 

GABBR2𝚫EE2, respectively) further reduced the receptor activities, raising the possibility 

that the major distinction between RTT- and EE-causing variants is the receptor activity. 
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Basal receptor activities did not display a significant difference, suggesting that the 

abnormal receptor functions are agonist-dependent. 
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Figure 4.1. Copy-number variation (CNV) profile of the patients carrying the de novo 

GABBR2 mutations. 

Genome-wide signal intensities of RTT01-1 by array CGH scan (A, B) and RTT02-1 by 

SNP array (C, D). Both patients did not display major CNV in the whole genome level (A, 

C) and in the RTT-associated gene loci: MECP2, CDKL5, FOXG1 and GABBR2 (B, D). 
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Figure 4.2. WES coverage depth distribution of RTT-candidate genes. 

(A) CDKL5, (B) GABBR2 and (C) NTNG1. Coding intervals are depicted in thick lines. 

Intron intervals in thin lines were shortened for the sake of simplicity. Transcription 

direction was indicated as an arrow. MECP2 and FOXG1 were separately analyzed by 

Sanger sequencing (data not shown). 
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Figure 4.3. Proportion of shared variants between pair-wise comparisons of 100 

Korean exome runs. 

Rare variant sharing of the two GABBR2𝚫RTT carriers (dark green dot; RTT01-1 and 

RTT02-1) falls in the range of pairs of unrelated individuals (bottom of the plot; grey dots) 

whereas the patients and their parents show approximately 50% sharing (blue and red dots). 
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Figure 4.4. EEG pattern and brain structure of RTT01-1. 

Axial T1-weighted (A) and T2-weighted (B) MRI images at 10 years of age, revealing no 

significant abnormality. (C) Spontaneous sleep record at 10 years of age. Frequent 

generalized spike and wave discharges are noted during sleep. (D) Follow up EEG at 13 

years of age. Intermittent high amplitude delta activities are noted during sleep. 
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Figure 4.5. A de novo variant in GABBR2 discovered from RTT-like patients. 

(A) Pedigrees of the apparently unrelated two families and Sanger traces displaying an 

identical de novo variant in GABBR2 specific to the patients. RTT83 (Case Western 

Reserve University) and RTT84 (Albany Medical Center) patients from the American 

pedigrees that were identified through the GeneMatcher software (53). (B) Evolutionary 

conservation of TM3, encompassing the mutated Ala 567 residue. H.s. denotes Homo 

sapiens (human); M.m., Mus musculus (mouse); O.c., Oryctolagus cuniclulus (rabbit); B.t., 

Bos taurus (cow); G.g., Gallus gallus (chicken); X.l., Xenopus laevis (frog); D.r., Danio 

rerio (zebrafish). (C) Simulated transmembrane structure of GABBR2 based on the known 

mGlu1 structure (Protein Database ID: 4OR2), pointing to the mutated residues from a side 

view (left). The transverse view of the receptor from the top. Dot lined boxes are indicated 

for close-up views (right). (D) Close-up views of Ala 576, Ile 705 and neighboring 

hydrophobic residues, and Ser 695 and its possible interactions with TM7 residues. Ionic 

lock residues were indicated with red box. Numbers on the dotted lines indicate distances 

in angstroms. 
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Table 4.1. Clinical description of RTT01-1, RTT02-1, RTT83-1 and RTT84-1. 

Patient ID: RTT01-1 

Sex, Ethnicity: Male, Asian 

Clinical description: He underwent normal development until the age of six 
months when his development was stopped. He could walk alone but 
unsteadily from the age of four but has never said any meaningful words. 
When he was around two years old he started to show the irritability and 
sleep disturbance. His hand stereotypies such as hand tapping and repetitive 
hand-to-mouth movements developed from around two years old and at the 
same time purposeful hand movements were lost. His brain MRI was 
normal and no abnormalities from extensive metabolic screening tests were 
noted. His seizures appeared at the age of nine and then he was treated with 
antiepileptic drugs. His habitual seizures are generalized tonic seizures. He 
also displays autonomic dysfunctions like constipation, abnormal breathing 
(hyperventilation and apnea), bruxism, small and cold hands and feet and 
ataxic gait. Currently he still keeps eye pointing. Clinically he met the 
criteria of RTT and is on “stage III” at the time of writing (5). 
Patient ID: RTT02-1 

Sex, Ethnicity: Female, Asian 

Clinical description: She visited the pediatric outpatient clinic for 
evaluation of her delayed development at the age of six months. Her motor 
development improved very slowly but she never able to sit up and walk 
alone. She could babble at her early age but after then has never said any 
meaningful words until now. Her hand stereotypies such as rubbing hands 
and repetitive hand-to-mouth movements were developed from the age of 
two, accompanying with loss of purposeful hand movements. Brain MRI 
and interictal EEG were normal. She also has other clinical features such as 
autonomic dysfunction, abnormal breathing and sleep disturbance, 
inappropriate screaming spells which are consistent with the RTT 
supportive criteria (5). 
Patient ID: RTT83-1 

Sex, Ethnicity: Male, European 

Clinical description: Patient’s medical history is significant for intellectual 
disability, autism spectrum disorder, hypotonia, impaired ocular motility, 
suspected cortical visual impairment, self-injurious behaviors, irritable 
bowel syndrome, and aplastic anemia. He has a history of rhabdomyolysis, 
oculogyric crises, and dystonia, all thought to be secondary to neuroleptic 
malignant syndrome. Concerns regarding development were initially noted 
in early infancy. Delays noted around 4 months of age. At 8 months, he was 
evaluated for abnormal visual behavior. He experienced a period of gradual 
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regression at approximately 3 years old. At that time, he lost ability to use 
single words (previously had 11 purposeful words) and no longer 
manipulated objects with a pincer grasp. Self-injurious behaviors also 
started at 3 years. Currently, at the age of 28, the patient is able to walk (a 
skill achieved at 11 years of age by parental report) with a wide based 
ataxic gait but is unable to navigate stairs independently. Expressive 
language is limited to the occasional use of “mama” and “daddy”.  He is 
able to feed himself with a spoon occasionally and has not achieved toilet 
training. He exhibits a number of self-injurious behaviors, as well as food 
sensitivities and difficulty with sleep. He had an MRI Brain at age 15 years. 
Per the report, this was a normal MRI of the brain. Clinic notes also report 
that an MRI performed at 18 months of age was also normal. These images 
and the original report are not available for review. It is reported that EEG, 
brainstem auditory evoked responses, and visual evoked responses were 
normal at 8 months of age. An EEG done between 1-2 years of age 
reportedly showed slowing. These reports and tracings are not available. He 
has not been able to have a recent EEG due to limited cooperation. He has 
never had a confirmed seizure. 
Patient ID: RTT84-1 

Sex, Ethnicity: Male, European 

Clinical description: Patient was noted to have developmental delays by his 
pediatrician at 9 months of age. He did not stand up until 7 years of age and 
he began walking at 8 years of age. He had no speech sounds until age 11, 
when he began babbling. He is not toilet trained. He frequently grinds his 
teeth and claps his hands. He has short stature (height is at the 1st 
percentile) but is macrocephalic with deep-set eyes and a prominent 
forehead. He has thickened helices bilaterally and wide-spaced nipples, and 
he has been noted to have hair that is more blonde and fine than that of his 
family members. There has never been a history of seizures and an EEG at 
the age of 11 was reportedly normal. 
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Table 4.2. Gene ontology (GO) analysis of RTT- and EE-associated genes. 

Disease Category*

: GO ID 

Term / # of genes / Genes P value Padj 

value 

(FDR) 

RTT 

MF: 0008066 Glutamate receptor activity / 3 / GRIA3, GRIN2A, GRIN2B 2.12 x 10-6 1.19 x 10-4 

BP: 0007268 Synaptic transmission / 7 / GABBR2, SLC6A1, GRIA3, 

GRIN2A, GRIN2B, CTNNB1, STXBP1 

1.77 x 10-6 5.46 x 10-4 

CC: 0045202 Synapse / 9 / GABBR2, GRIA3, DMXL2, CAD, GRIN2A, 

GRIN2B, CTNNB1, STXBP1, CLTC 

2.79 x 10-8 8.38 x 10-7 

EE 

MF: 0022836 Gated channel activity / 6 / GABRB3, KCNQ2, RYR3, SCN1A, 

SCN2A, SCN8A 

2.64 x 10-5 3.62 x 10-3 

CC: 001518 Voltage-gated sodium channel complex / 3 / SCN1A, SCN2A, 

SCN8A 

9.63 x 10-5 9.10 x 10-3 
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Figure 4.6. Evolutionary conservation of GABBR2 TM6. 

H.s. denotes Homo sapiens (human); M.m., Mus musculus (mouse); O.c., Oryctolagus 

cuniclulus (rabbit); B.t., Bos taurus (cow); G.g., Gallus gallus (chicken); X.l., Xenopus 

laevis (frog); D.r., Danio rerio (zebrafish). 
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Figure 4.7. GABBR2 mutation reduces receptor activity without altering the protein 

expression and subcellular localization. 

(A) Western blot of GABAB receptor complex by either wild type or mutant GABBR2 in 

the presence (+) or absence (-) of GABBR1 in HEK293 cells. Overexpression of GABBR2 

in HEK293 cells resulted in a doublet band at ~110 kDa, which was previously noted (67). 

(B) Immunofluorescence images displaying localization of GABBR2 (green). HeLa cells 

were counterstained with the nuclear probe DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 50 µm. Cytoplasmic 

expression of GABBR2 in mammalian cell lines was previously noted (68). (C, D) Wild 

type, GABBR2𝚫RTT, GABBR2𝚫EE1 or GABBR2𝚫EE2 construct was transfected with GABBR1 

construct to HEK293 Gαqi cell line and treated with GABA (C) or GABA agonist baclofen 

(D). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. n = 3. Asterisk denotes P < 0.05; double asterisks 

denote P < 0.005 of Student’s t test. 
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Perturbations of GABBR2 in frog phenocopy RTT- and EE-like 

phenotypes 

To further investigate the functional consequences of the receptor 

mutations in live animals, I adopted a frog model (Xenopus tropicalis). Previous 

studies demonstrated the utility of X. tropicalis tadpoles as a vertebrate model of 

human behavioral phenotypes such as epilepsy or autistic patterns (69-71). 

Therefore, I sought to test if abnormal GABA signaling caused by the mutations 

would induce behavioral abnormalities that mimic neurodevelopmental defects 

through targeted microinjection of the constructs expressing the mutant or wild 

type form of GABBR2 in the central nervous system (CNS) (Fig. 4.8A). Because 

GABABR is an obligatory heterodimer, overexpressing mutant forms of human 

GABBR2 in the entire CNS only affects neurons that normally express its 

obligatory partner GABBR1, accurately modeling the human condition (Fig. 4.8B; 

Fig 4.9). First, I confirmed that ectopically expressed human GABBR2 would form 

a functional receptor complex with endogenous Xenopus GABBR1 and would not 

function when no GABBR1 is expressed (Fig. 4.10). Then I performed behavioral 

assays using free-swimming tadpoles (stages 45 and 49), which express the wild 

type or mutant hGABBR2 in the CNS. I scored their behaviors for several 

characteristics that could represent human RTT or EE symptoms, namely seizure-

like behavior, swimming distance and swimming pattern. hGABBR2𝚫RTT expression 

caused abnormal swimming patterns and increased frequencies of seizure-like 

behavior compared to control or wild type-injected animals (Fig. 4.8C, D; Between 
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uninjected and mutant-injected: P = 1.14 x 10-6 for seizure-like and P = 0.097 for 

swimming distance; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test). The addition of baclofen to the 

bath marginally repressed the seizure-like behavior and swimming distance 

phenotypes, indicating that the drug can partially de-repress GABABR-mediated 

inhibitory signaling in these animals (P = 0.068; Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test) 

(Fig. 4.8D). This mild rescue effect was not recapitulated by the addition of a 

GABA antagonist (CGP52432) (Fig. 4.11). These results are consistent with our in 

vitro study showing that GABBR2𝚫RTT causes a hypomorphic effect and suggests 

that the GABBR2𝚫RTT-induced phenotype results from an imbalance of excitatory 

and inhibitory synaptic activities. Next, to assess the in vivo effect of EE-derived 

mutations, I performed similar experiments by injecting mutant constructs seen 

from EE patients (hGABBR2𝚫EE1 and hGABBR2𝚫EE1). Animals injected with 

hGABBR2𝚫EE1 or hGABBR2𝚫EE2 construct displayed similar behavioral defects as 

GABBR2𝚫RTT-injected animals, but with increased severity (Fig. 4.8E, F), largely in 

accordance with the protein structure analysis and cell line experiments. 

Interestingly, animals with EE-mutations were highly responsive to baclofen 

treatment despite their phenotype being more severe (Fig. 4.8G), implying distinct 

structural impairments imposed by each mutation, and indicating a future avenue 

for therapeutic treatment for those EE-mutation carriers. Inhibiting GABBR2 

expression using morpholino in the CNS phenocopied GABBR2 mutants and this 

was successfully rescued by addition of hGABBR2 mRNA, but not by GABBR2𝚫RTT 

or GABBR2𝚫RTT1 or GABBR2𝚫EE2 (Fig. 4.12A, B). Similarly, raising wild type 
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animals with CGP52432 during developmental stages showed similar GABBR2-

hypomorphic effects (Fig. 4.13). 
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Figure 4.8. GABBR2∆RTT, GABBR2∆EE1 and GABBR2∆EE2 cause abnormal behaviors in 

tadpoles. 

(A) Animal experiment scheme using X. tropicalis tadpoles. Wild type, or mutant 

constructs were injected at the 8-cell stage for CNS-specific delivery and their behaviors 

were documented at stages 45 or 49 before and after one hour of drug treatment (100 µM) 

in the swimming water. (B) SRE-luciferase construct was used to measure GABAB 

receptor complex formation in HEK293 cells. (C) Swimming traces of representative 

animals recorded for 10 minutes from each group with empty vector, wild type and 

GABBR2∆RTT-injected. The trace color indicates location of the animals by swimming time. 
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(D) Quantification of RTT-like behavioral patterns in tadpoles. Seizure-like motions and 

swimming distances were documented from the same animals injected with empty vector, 

wild type and GABBR2∆RTT construct before and after the baclofen treatment. (E) 

Swimming traces of representative animals from each group with wild type or 

GABBR2∆RTT, GABBR2∆EE1 or GABBR2∆EE2 construct-injected tadpoles. (F) Quantification 

of behavioral patterns in tadpoles. Seizure-like motions and swimming distances were 

documented from the same animals injected with wild type, GABBR2∆RTT, GABBR2∆EE1 or 

GABBR2∆EE2 constructs. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. n = 55-128/group. Asterisk 

denotes P < 0.05; double asterisks denote P < 0.005; three asterisks denote P < 1.0 x 10-5 

of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. 
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Figure 4.9. GABBR1 and GABBR2 mRNAs are co-expressed in the central nervous 

system (CNS) in the developing Xenopus tropicalis. 

Whole mount in situ hybridization of late tailbud stage (stage 34 and stage 37) embryos. 

Both genes are co-expressed across the CNS, including the forebrain (fb), midbrain (mb) 

and hindbrain (hb). Note that regions with strongest GABBR1 and GABBR2 expression 

overlap in all three brain areas (arrows). Scale bar, 200 µm. 
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Figure 4.10. DNA micro-injection is not the cause of seizures in tadpoles. 

Vector injected animals did not display seizure-like behaviors. Data are shown as mean ± 

SEM. n = 40-123/group. Asterisk denotes P < 0.05; double asterisks denote P < 0.005; 

three asterisks denote P < 1.0 x 10-5 of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. 
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Figure 4.11. Effect of GABA antagonist CGP52432 on wild type or GABBR2∆RTT-

injected tadpoles. 

(A) Seizure-like motion, (B) circling behaviors and (C) swimming distance were counted 

from the same animals before and after the drug treatment. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. 

n = 20-71/group. Asterisk denotes P < 0.05; double asterisks denote P < 0.005; three 

asterisks denote P < 1.0 x 10-5 of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. 
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Figure 4.12. The GABBR2 alterations cause reduced receptor activity in tadpoles and 

cannot rescue the GABBR2 phenotype. 

(A) Swimming traces of representative animals recorded for 10 minutes from each group 

with MO-injected only or MO- and hGABBR2 wild type, hGABBR2∆RTT, hGABBR2∆EE1 or 

hGABBR2∆EE2 co-injected. (B) Quantification of RTT-like behavioral patterns in the 

animals shown in (A). Data are shown as mean ± SEM. n = 55-128/group. Asterisk 

denotes P < 0.05; double asterisks denote P < 0.005; three asterisks denote P < 1.0 x 10-5 

of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. 
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Figure 4.13. CGP52432 treatment during development phenocopies GABBR2∆RTT-

injected tadpoles. 

(A) Seizure-like motion, (B) circling behaviors and (C) swimming distance were counted 

from the same animals. Data are shown as mean ± SEM. n = 84-104/group. Asterisk 

denotes P < 0.05; double asterisks denote P < 0.005; three asterisks denote P < 1.0 x 10-5 

of Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test. 
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CHAPTER 5. POSITION OF GABBR2 IN RELATION 
TO OTHER RTT- OR EE- GENES IN THE HUMAN 

BRAIN DEVELOPMENT 
 

Spatial-temporal windows that RTT- and EE- associated genes 

converge 

Co-expression network construction and analysis of core gene relationships have been 

proven as an efficient method in gaining a genetic picture of neurodevelopmental disease 

pathogenesis (72,73). Thus, I analyzed anatomically and temporally categorized human 

brain RNA-seq data sets available from the BrainSpan Atlas (http://www.brainspan.org; 

Fig. 5.1) to explore the roles of GABBR2 in RTT and EE pathogenesis. For each of 44 

spatio-temporal windows from combinations of four anatomical clusters and 11 

developmental periods (Fig. 5.2, Table 5.1, Table 5.2), I constructed co-expression 

networks using RTT- or EE-associated genes (Table 5.3). Then I asked which window 

constitutes the most coherent co-expression network. Multiple network parameters indicate 

that the periods 8-9 (or 10-month to 4-year), mostly with frontal cortex areas display the 

strongest statistical signals compared to >105 random permutations performed with the 

same number of genes (Fig. 5.3), which is consistent with the clinical observations that 

RTT-like and substantial portion of EE features appear after 6 months of age. 
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Figure 5.1. Overall scheme of coexpression network based on developing human 

brain RNA-seq data set. 

Known RTT genes are indicated by blue box. Mutated RTT genes from this study are 

indicated by light blue box. EE- associated genes are indicated by red box. 
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Figure 5.2. Spatial-temporal windows in developing human brain. 

(A) Four anatomical clusters inferred from expression correlation patterns throughout the 

developmental stages. TC denotes ‘tissue cluster’. (B) Total possible 44 spatial-temporal 

windows based on four anatomical clusters and 11 developmental periods. 
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Figure 5.3. Significance of coexpression networks of RTT- or EE-associated genes. 

Heat-map shows negative log10 transformed Q values for significance in each spatial-

temporal window using (A) RTT- or (B) EE-associated genes. Numbers in cells indicate -

log10 transformed Q-values (≥ 5). NAs indicate windows that network were not able to 

construct due to the lack of samples. Histograms show distribution of parameter values 

from control coexpression networks. 
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Position of GABBR2 in relation to other RTT- or EE-genes 

Upon deciding on a spatiotemporal window where RTT and EE gene networks are most 

coherent, I constructed a co-expression RTT-EE network using the RTT- and EE-

associated genes (Table 5.3 and Fig 5.4A), which indicates that GABBR2 belongs to a 

cluster that is significantly enriched by a glutamate receptor (P = 3.53 x 10-6) and synapse 

genes (P = 3.14 x 10-79) (Fig. 5.4B). These genes exhibit notable increases of expression in 

the frontal cortex regions around four months to one year (Fig. 5.4C). Furthermore, I 

adopted a single cell RNA-seq data of mouse hippocampus (74) to further dissect gene 

expression correlations. In CA1 neurons, where perturbed MECP2 affects firing activity in 

mice (75), the RTT- and EE-associated genes comprise a similar network as in the human 

cortex (Fig. 5.5A). On the other hand, SLC6A1, a GABA transporter exclusively expressed 

in GABAergic neurons, does not show close correlation with the rest in both networks (Fig. 

5.5A). Lastly, I found that GABBR2 and MECP2 are one of the most tightly co-expressed 

genes in CA1 neurons, emphasizing the implication of GABABR-signaling reception and 

MECP2 function in these cells (Fig. 5.5B). 
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Figure 5.4. Functional enrichment of genes of RTT-EE coexpression network. 

(A) RTT-EE co-expression network drawn by force-directed layout function of Cytoscape 

software using edge of betweenness (Period 8-9 in TC1). GABBR2 is marked with red, 

other RTT-EE overlapping genes in green, RTT-associated genes in black and EE-

associated genes in grey. (B) Functional enrichments of the genes in the cluster highlighted 

in (A) by GO and disease association analyses (76). (C) Gene expression heatmaps by each 

developmental stage and forebrain substructure. DFC denotes dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex; OFC orbital frontal cortex; VFC ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; and MFC medial 

prefrontal cortex. 
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Figure 5.5. Coexpression network in mouse CA1 single neurons. 

(A) RTT-EE co-expression network in CA1 single mouse hippocampus neurons. Data 

obtained from Habib et al (74). (B) Expression correlation of GABBR2 and MECP2 in 

CA1 single mouse hippocampus neurons. Correlation coefficient value of GABBR2 with 

MECP2 is indicated by red. 
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Table 5.1. 11 developmental periods as defined by the Allen BrainSpan Atlas. 

Periods Type Stage Age 

1 

Fetal 

Early fetal development 8 ≤ Age < 10 PCW 

2 Early fetal development 10 ≤ Age < 13 PCW 

3 Early mid-fetal development 13 ≤ Age < 16 PCW 

4 Early mid-fetal development 16 ≤ Age < 19 PCW 

5 Late mid-fetal development 19 ≤ Age < 24 PCW 

6 Late fetal development 24 ≤ Age < 38 PCW 

7 

Child 

Neonatal and early infancy 0 M (birth) ≤ Age < 6 postnatal M 

8 Late infancy 6 ≤ Age < 12 postnatal M 

9 Early childhood 1 ≤ Age < 6 Y 

10 

Adult 

Middle and late childhood 6 ≤ Age < 12 Y 

11 Adolescence 12 ≤ Age < 20 Y 

12 Young adulthood 20 ≤ Age < 40 Y 
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Table 5.2. Anatomical clusters as defined by the Allen BrainSpan Atlas. 
Cluster Anatomical term # of samples 

TC1 FC (Frontal cortex)-DFC (Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) 35 

TC1 FC-MFC (Medial prefrontal cortex) 32 

TC1 FC-OFC (Orbital frontal cortex) 31 

TC1 FC-VFC (Ventrolateral prefrontal cortex) 35 

TC2 FC-M1C (Primary motor cortex) 26 

Excluded FC-M1C-S1C (Primary motor-sensory cortex) 5 

TC2 PC (Parietal cortex )-S1C (Primary somatosensory (S1) cortex) 26 

TC2 PC-IPC (Posteroventral inferior parietal cortex) 33 

TC2 TC (Temporal cortex )-A1C (Primary auditory (A1) cortex) 31 

TC2 TC-STC (Superior temporal cortex) 36 

TC2 TC-ITC (Inferolateral temporal cortex) 34 

TC2 OC (Occipital cortex )-V1C (Primary visual cortex) 33 

TC3 AMY (Amygdaloid complex) 33 

TC3 HIP (Hippocampus) 32 

TC3 VF (Ventral forebrain)-STR (Striatum) 28 

Excluded VF-MGE (Medial ganglionic eminence) 2 

Excluded VF-LGE (Lateral ganglionic eminence) 2 

Excluded VF-CGE (Caudal ganglionic eminence) 2 

TC4 DIE (Diencephalon )-MD (Mediodorsal nucleus of thalamus) 24 

Excluded DIE-DTH, (Dorsal thalamus) 5 

TC4 URL (Upper rhombic lip )-CBC (Cerebellar cortex) 29 

Excluded URL-CB (Cerebellum) 3 

Excluded URL-URL (Upper rhombic lip) 2 

Excluded NC (Neocortex)-TCx (Temporal neocortex) 1 

Excluded NC-PCx (Parietal neocortex) 2 

Excluded NC-OCx (Occipital neocortex) 2 

Total 524 
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Table 5.3. RTT genes previously associated with neurodevelopmental phenotype. 
Reason to include Gene Known disease association References 

Known RTT gene 

MECP2 RTT Amir et al. Nat Genet (1999) 

FOXG1 RTT Ariani et al. Am J Hum Genet (2008) 

NTNG1 RTT 
Archer et al. Am J Med Genet A 

(2006) 

Found from our 

RTT patient & 

previous association 

with 

neurodevelopmental 

phenotype 

CDKL5 

RTT Tao et al. Am J Hum Genet (2004) 

EE 
Appenzeller et al. Am J Hum Gene. 

(2014) 

CLTC Multiple malformation, DD* 
DeMari et al. Am J Med Genet A 

(2016) 

CTNNB1 ID** syndrome 

De Ligh et al. N Engl J Med (2012), 

Dubruc et al. Am J Med Genet (2014) 

and Tucci et al. J Clin Invest (2014) 

DMXL2 
Polyendocrine-polyneuropathy 

syndrome 
Tata et al. PLoS Biol (2014) 

GABBR2 EE 
Appenzeller et al. Am J Hum Genet 

(2014) 

GRIA3 X-linked MR*** Wu et al. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci (2007) 

GRIN2A MR and/or epilepsy Endele et al. Nat Genet (2010) 

GRIN2B MR and/or epilepsy Endele et al. Nat Genet (2010) 

SLC6A1 Myoclonic-atonic seizures Carvill et al. Am J Hum Genet (2015) 

SMC1A 

Cornelia de Lange syndrome 
Deardorff et al. Am J Hum Genet 

(2007) 

DD and epilepsy 
Goldstein et al. Eur J Med Genet 

(2015) 

Severe ID and therapy-resistant 

epilepsy 
Jansen et al. Clin Genet (2016) 

STXBP1 Infantile EE Saitsu et al. Nat Genet (2008) 

TCF4 Pitt-Hopkins syndrome Zweier et al. Am J Hum Genet (2007) 

Asterisk denotes developmental delay; double asterisks denote intellectual disability; three 

asterisks denote mental retardation. 
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CHAPTER 6. DISCUSSION 
 

Fine-tuning the excitatory and inhibitory signaling balance ensures normal synapse 

formation and brain development. As a critical inhibitory signal, perturbations in GABA 

signaling have been associated with a range of brain disorders (61). Indeed, even a modest 

reduction (~30-40%) in GABA release led to neurodevelopmental defects in mice, as 

evidenced by a study that specifically abolished MECP2 in GABAergic neurons (15). 

However, whether this alteration can compromise neurodevelopmental features in human 

and its phenotypic consequences remained unknown. Here I provided evidence of 

GABBR2A567T in the generation of an RTT-like phenotype and explored its function in 

relation to the EE phenotype. This study provides direct evidence in human that perturbed 

GABABR-mediated GABA signaling leads to RTT or epilepsy pathogenesis and GABBR2 

can confer such variable phenotypes depending on the severity of the mutations. 

An attempt to identify additional patients with the A567T, S695I and I705N 

mutations from 73 MECP2-negative RTT patients was not successful, and none carried 

any notable mutation in the TM3 and TM6 regions. Even after adding the Portuguese and 

American patients with the same mutation (52), the GABBR2 mutation is still in a rare 

frequency category and further implies the heterogeneous genetic nature of MECP2 

mutation-negative RTT pathogenesis. In addition, a group of genes that carries a de novo 

mutation from autism patients was compared to the GABA-related gene set, but no 

significant overlap was observed (P = 0.70; Fisher’s exact test) (23,24,77). However, I 

cannot exclude the possibility that these mutations may indirectly affect the efficacy of 

downstream signaling cascades downstream of GABABR. 

GABABR has been exploited to treat a number of neurological conditions 

including epilepsy, pain, anxiety and spasticity (78,79). A number of pharmacological 
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tools are available to fine-modulate the signaling and some are under active development 

(80,81). Albeit with variable effects, baclofen has been used to treat spasticity and autism-

related fragile X syndrome and our animal model demonstrated the possible utility of the 

drug for treatment of GABBR2-mutated RTT and EE patients. Recently, allosteric 

modulators of GPCR, whose binding sites are different from those of agonists, have 

emerged as a promising tool to regulate GPCR activity. The structural analysis of mGluR5 

complexed with the allosteric modulator mavoglurant (55) implied that the mutated residue 

Ala 567 of GABBR2 could be a potential target for an allosteric modulator, emphasizing 

the potential utility of GABBR2 allosteric modulator for these patients (82). 

Given the complexity of clinical symptoms, studying the relationship of pediatric 

neurologic disorders such as RTT and EE has remains challenging. For example, previous 

gene search attempts in MECP2 mutation-negative RTT patients generated no recurrent 

signals, although they also pointed out the enrichment of glutamate signaling and synapse 

formation related genes (83,84). Our genetic and functional studies of GABBR2 provided a 

unique opportunity to dissect the close relationship between RTT and EE. First, I identified 

the A567T mutation of GABBR2 in RTT patients, which differs from EE-mutations (S695I 

and I705A). Structural speculation suggests that EE mutations (S695I and I705A), located 

on TM6, are more likely to affect the structural integrity of GABBR2, while the RTT-

mutation (A567T), located on TM3, would be involved in activation pathway. Second, in 

vitro G protein signaling assays demonstrated that both EE- and RTT-mutant have reduced 

GABA signaling activity but the former produced a more severe effect. Third, EE-

mutation-injected animals showed a more severe behavioral phenotype than RTT-

mutation-injected animals. Although how the mutations compromise the receptor structure 

and can be rescued by the agonist remains to be elucidated, our study proposes that 

differential amounts of GABA signaling may determine clinical phenotypes, and a crucial 
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role of GABBR2 as a potential target for early diagnosis and treatment of RTT and EE 

patients with better prognoses. 
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Figure 6.1. Graphical summary of this study. 
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국문 초록 

 

Rett syndrome (레트 증후군; RTT)은 첫 6-12 개월연령까지 정상 발달을 보인 

후발달의 정지 및 퇴행, 의사소통 장애, 언어 장애, 반복적인 손동작, 소두증 등의 

증상을 보이는 대표적인 어린이 신경 발달 질환이다. 현재까지의 연구로 MECP2 

유전자가 전체 환자의 90% 정도에서 발견되지만 그 정확한 분자 생물학적인 발병 

원인은 아직 명확히 알려지지 않았다. 

이를 위하여 본 연구에서는 MECP2 돌연변이를 가지고 있지 않은 

34 명의 Rett-like phenotype (RTT 유사 임상유형)을 가진  환자들을 대상으로 

whole exome sequencing (WES) 분석을 진행, 새로운 RTT 인자를 발견하여 질환 

발생의 원인 및 관련 생물학적 기전을 연구하고자 하였다. 

WES 분석을 통해, 34 명의 RTT-like 환자들이 ‘synaptic & synaptic 

transmission’에 관련된 유전자에 특이적인 돌연변이 (de novo variant)를 가지고 

있음을 확인할 수 있었으며, 특히 GABA, glutamate 등의 신경전달물질 경로에 

관련된 유전자에 돌연변이가 많이 생겼음을 확인할 수 있었다. 

그 중, 2 명의 환자에게서 GABA 수용체인 GABBR2 유전자에 동일한 

돌연변이가 발견 되었으며 추후 2 명의 미국인 환자에서도 동일한 변이와 동일한 

임상적 증상을 관찰하였다. 더욱 흥미로운 점은 epileptic encephalopathy (간질 

뇌증; EE) 환자에게서도 GABBR2 유전자의 다른 위치의 돌연변이가 보고가 

되었다는 것이었다. 이러한 사실에 근거하여, (1) GABBR2 변이가 실제 병의 
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원인으로 기능하는지, (2) 어떠한 기작으로 하나의 유전자가 RTT 와 EE 의 

표현형을 보일 수 있을지 등의 의문을 다양한 분자적 실험과 동물 모델을 

사용하여 연구하였다. 또한, GABA B 수용체 특이적인 약재로 개발되어 있는 

약물인 baclofen 이 경련 및 반복 행동을 감소시킨다는 것을 확인하였다.  

본 연구는 RTT 환자의 유전체 분석을 통해 새로운 병인 유전 인자를 

찾고, 유전자 기능 및 환자 특이적인 돌연변이를 파악하여 이에 알맞은 약제를 

제시하였다. 또한, RTT 와 EE 의 표현형이 GABBR2 변이의 severity 에 따라 

다르게 나타남을 제시함으로써 신경발달 질환 및 조기 발병 퇴행성 뇌질환의 기전 

연구에 유전체 및 생물학, 임상의학간의 통합적 연구가 중요한 역할을 할 수 있음 

증명하는 사례이다. 

 

* 본 학위논문은 Ann Neurol. 2017 Sep;82(3):466-478 학술지에 게재 되었음. 

--------------------------------------------------- 

주요어: 레트 증후군, 간질 뇌증, 전장 엑솜 염기서열 분석, GABBR2, 다면발현 
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